[A dual-band algorithm to detect contaminants with low visibility on chicken carcass surface].
A novel dual-band algorithm for detecting contaminants with low visibility on chicken carcass surface based on hyperspectral image was proposed. Firstly, The 675 nm band image, in which the identity of the intensity within ROI (Region of Interest) is the best and the spectrum difference between ROI and the edge of the ROI is the biggest, was chosen from the hyperspectral data for binarization and the mask was extracted by using region growing on the biggest connected area. Then the "and" operation between the mask and the 400 nm band image with the largest discriminability of contaminants was carried out. The max ROI which can self adapt according to the position and shape of the chicken carcass was obtained. Finally, the labeling method was used to recognize if there are contaminations within the segmented ROI. The results showed that through the proposed method, the max ROIs which could self adapt to the position and shape of the chicken carcass were extracted and the average size of the ROI was bigger than 176% compared to that by existing methods. The average correct identification rate of contaminations such as blood, bile and feces was 81.6%.